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Bellapais 14th Cyprus Silk Cocoon Festival 4th/5th May 2019
A press conference for the 14th
Cyprus Silk Cocoon Festival has
been held.
Girne Mayor Nidai Güngördü,
Municipal
Council
members,
Beylerbeyi Muhtarı Niyazi Engin,
Green Peace Movement Secretary
General Doğan Sahir, Bellapais
Protection
and
Development
Association President Mehmet
Perçinkardeşler
attended
the
meeting and the festival program,
which will be held on 4th and 5th
May, was announced.
The festival, which will last for 2
days in the Bellapais Monastery
park area, will include various
music concerts and dance and
folklore shows. The official
opening event of the festival will
be held on Saturday 4th May at
15:00. Stands will open at 11:00 in
the morning.
In his speech, the Mayor of Girne,
Nidai Güngördü, said the festival
started with the initiative of the
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Green Peace Movement 14 years
ago, the Municipality was also
noted in the following years. Nidai
Güngördı pointed out that thanks to
the festival, the awareness of silk
cocoon was created and a
cooperative was established for
this purpose.
Güngördü, added that the silk
cocoon industry will create jobs in
Lapta and Lefkara. Güngördü
emphasized that the aim of the
cooperative is to bring together the
producers who are engaged in
manual work but have difficulty in
selling their products. Güngördü
thanked
those
who
have
contributed to the festival for the
last 14 years.
The Secretary General of the Green
Peace Movement, Doğan Sahir,
stated that we have a rich country
in terms of its natural history and
cultural characteristics, but we
suffer from economic and identity
crises. Dogan Sahir, said that the

silk cocoon business was about to
be destroyed and the festival was
started to raise awareness of its
value. Sahir, said the silkworm and
awareness of the mulberry trees
also gained value. Sahir pointed
out the importance of domestic and
international marketing with the
cooperative and emphasized the
need to register for the brand to be
international.

Beylerbeyi Muhtar Niyazi Engin
said that they would do their best
to promote the silk cocoons and
handicrafts in the village.
He added that this culture will be
transferred to future generations
with the activities to be carried out
in primary schools as well as the
promotions to be made for tourists.
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German tourists join Zümrütköy orange harvest
The Ministry of Tourism and
Environment organised an orange
harvest event for tourists coming
from Germany. The harvesting
activities started two years ago to
attract the attention of tourists
coming to the country.
Activities carried out for tourism of
special interest within the scope of
sustainable alternative tourism
continue to increase every year.
Ali Orçan, the Director of the
Ministry, and Şanel Tağmaç, the
Tourism Promotion and Marketing
Department Officer, attended the
event and exchanged information
with the tourists.
The event took place in
Zümrütköy, which is connected to
Güzelyurt, and the tourists had the
opportunity to pick oranges, taste
them and also taste the orange
juice in Kazım Başlı's orange
garden.
The event was organised with the
support of the Zümrütköy Mukhtar
and Cypruvex, and enabled tourists
to be able to spend a different type
of day.

Tourists participating in the event
were provided with a brochure of
promotional publications, products
grown in the country, foodstuffs
specific to Cyprus, and leaflets
containing cultural information.
Minister Ataoglu, said that
alternative tourism in our country
in the area of products to be
introduced to tourists visiting the
country is very important. The
selection of crops grown in the
country, and the subsequent active
participation of foreign tourists is a
very successful model in terms of
promotion, and they plan to make
the strawberry harvest available to
tourists.
Ataoğlu said that during the winter
months, cultural activities and such
harvesting activities have been
intense.
He added that tourists cannot find
such activities in other countries
and emphasized that tourists would
like to visit every year having
experienced the hospitality of the
Turkish Cypriot people.
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Scientists from India prevented from visiting TRNC
President Mustafa Akıncı stated
that it was an upsetting situation
that participation of scientists from
India in the 55th National
Diabetes,
Metabolism
and
Nutritional Diseases Congress held
in the TRNC, in partnership with
Turkey Diabetes Foundation and
the Turkish Diabetes Association,
was prevented by the initiatives of
the
South
Cyprus
High
Commissioner in India.
President Akıncı said that this issue
should be focused on humanism
rather than Turkish and Greek
nationalism. However, they will
benefit from this scientific
congress as well.
In his speech at the opening of the
Congress, Akıncı stated that
diabetic cases in the TRNC were

beyond the predictions, there were
diabetic patients in almost each
family and the percentage of
diabetes is above the world
average.

Noting that we are already
accustomed to such actions by the
Greek Cypriot side, Akıncı
mentioned that not only scientific
congresses but also young children
from other countries who want to

come to the TRNC to participate in
folk dance shows were prevented,
and added that Turkish Cypriots
were forced to live under an
embargo that they do not deserve.

Stating that when you evaluate all
of this, the issue should be focused
on humanism rather than Turkish
and Greek nationalism, Akıncı
reiterated that the participation of
scientists from India in the
Congress which was prevented by
the initiatives of the South Cyprus
High Commissioner in India was
an upsetting situation.
Indicating that the Greek Cypriot
side will benefit from the results of
this scientific congress, Akıncı
reiterated that diabetes is not
defined by nationality.

Temiz Kibris - A Clean Cyprus at Akdeniz Caretta Beach
Readers mail...
From Diana Suyunshalina.....
Another great day!!! More than 90
students and our group cleaned
Akdeniz Caretta Beach.
When so many people get together
it is power. In less than two hours
the beach was super clean. We
hope that other schools and
Universities follow us.

It's the time to save our planet.
The world is full of pollution, and
somehow it should be stopped.
Thank you to all the students of
University of Kyrenia, who
participated in the clean up today,
you are a great example for other
students.
We want to thank: Mehmet Fatih
Hüseyinoğlu for such a great

organization, Oya Kutsal and Girne
İyilik Gonulluleri for the food, the
drinks, the t-shirts and the hats,
Firat Ataser the Mayor of Alsancak
Belediye, for the bus and regular
help, Savaş Namsoy the head of
the Girne department of the
Environment for providing us with
bags and gloves and everything
that we needed, and all our dear
friends who are always with us.
We love you all.
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Akinci evaluates Guterres Report
President
Mustafa
Akıncı
evaluated the UN Secretary
General's recent UN report
submitted to the UN Security
Council yesterday (23rd April) on
the Cyprus issue.

In
his
written
statement
evaluating the report of the UN
Secretary-General
Antonio
Guterres covering the period of
6th October 2018 to 10th April
2019, Akinci pointed out that the

EU harmonization studies of the
Turkish
Cypriot
institutions
ceased with the blocking by the
Greek side after the CransMontana talks and stated that
these issues were also ignored in
the report. Akıncı also stated that
there was a serious deficiency in
the report, not to mention the
negativity of the Greek side. He
also stressed that it is regrettable
that the positive attitude of the
Turkish Cypriot side was ignored.
Stating that UNSG has always
tried to take a balanced position
among the parties as expected,
Akıncı said, “Since the work of
Jane Holl Lute, who makes
contacts
representing
the
Secretary General, has not ended
yet, the reason for this attitude is

Özersay met with Central Bank
Chairman
Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister of Foreign Affairs Kudret
Özersay met with the Chairman of
the Central Bank of the Turkish
Republic of Northern Cyprus, Rifat
Günay.
Minister Özersay and Chairman
Rifat evaluated the current

economic climate of the country
and also the financial context
along with the operations of the
Central Bank.
Especially, views were exchanged
on the proposed law to the
Assembly on fixed rate consumer
credit.

understandable; the result is an
injustice made to the Turkish
Cypriot side.”
Akıncı said that the report
referred to past memorandums, 11
February 2014 document and 30
June 2017 Guterres framework,
but the position of the parties
against
the
aforementioned
agreements and documents was
not mentioned.
President Mustafa Akıncı pointed
out that the injustice of the
unnecessary embargoes applied
for many years to the Turkish
Cypriot people should be
understood now and he said:
“This attitude is a great injustice
to our people who have done so
much for the solution and are still
doing it.”

World Health Tourism Forum
TRNC was represented at the
World Health Tourism Forum
which was held in Baku,
Azerbaijan, by the Vice President
of World Health Tourism and the
President of Cyprus Health Tourism
Council Dr.Ahmet Savaşan.

well
as
representatives
of
diplomatic missions, academicians,
agency and hospital managers,
doctors and tourism professionals
also attended the forum in which
more than 40 countries participated
in Baku under the auspices of the
Azerbaijan Presidency and during
State and government officials as the term Presidency of Azerbaijan.
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TRNC condemns terrorist attacks in Sri Lanka
In a written statement Deputy
Prime Ministry and Ministry of
Foreign Affairs condemned the
terrorist attacks in Sri Lanka and
stated that a joint struggle against
terrorism at an international level
has become an inevitable necessity
in terms of the international
community.
The statement
follows:

continued

as

“Terrorism continues to take the
lives of innocent people and

threaten world peace. We as the
TRNC condemn the terrorist
attacks in Sri Lanka.
These attacks are a common threat
not to a single member of the
international community but to the
general public. For this reason, the
international struggle against
terrorism is an inevitable necessity
for the international community.
We are beside the people of Sri
Lanka and we share their pain.”

TRNC in Kyrgyzstan
TRNC has been represented by the
Ministry of Education and Culture,
Director of the Department of
Culture Şehbal Hamzaoğulları at
the opening ceremonies of the
Cultural Capital of the Turkic
World and 7th UNESCO National
Commissions and Committees
meeting of Member States of
TURKSOY in the city of Osh,
Kyrgyzstan.

Participating in the 7th UNESCO
National
Commissions
and
Committees meeting of Member
States of TURKSOY which was
held concurrently with the opening
ceremonies in Osh, Hamzaoğulları
addressed the participants as a
speaker of the country.
In her speech, Hamzaogullari
informed the audience about the
intangible cultural heritage of
Cyprus.

Search & Rescue Games 2019
The 4th International Universities
Search and Rescue Games 2019
started yesterday (25th April) in
collaboration with TRNC Civil
Defence
Organisation
and
International Universities Search
and Rescue Council.
Competitions will take place in
Kyrenia Ciklos location, Güven

Park and will end on Monday 29
April 2019.
There will be 11 universities and
Atatürk Teacher Training Academy
from the TRNC, 3 from Turkey,
and 1 from Pakistan and
Kazakhstan
which
will
be
competing in the Games.

OPINION
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"Give Peace a Chance"
For the last 64 years of my life, I
wonder if there was any period when
there was no war in process on earth.
The more I try to think this over the
more I realise that almost every day,
human lives are being perished just
because one or more countries want
their supremacy in this world.

By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....
I wonder if throughout the history of
mankind, wars (small or large) ever
stopped. I am not sure, there might be
some periods when peace would be
ruling the whole world, but what I am
sure of is that such instances must be
rare.
When I was born the Second World
War had ended, but Vietnam was all
set for a new war. A war that was
going to continue for over 19 years
from that time. I was about 20 years
old when the Vietnam war ended,
after spilling the blood of over 2
million civilians. The number of
soldiers who died on both sides was
over a million lives.
Today why I am writing about all
this? Yes, I am writing all this
because the Vietnam war had
officially ended on 30th April 1975.
So every year when I see this date, I
once again find myself thinking about
a world with peace, where every
human being is safe, and the mutual
disputes have been solved amicably. I
dream of a world where there is no
slaying of human lives, due to this or
that reason.

Who gained what at the end of the
war? Indeed the history books say
that North Vietnam had won the war
after defeating the USA and her allies,
but in reality I never see any war in
the form of winners and losers. For me
it is the innocent human beings who
lose all and every war.
Human lives, in my opinion, are the
most sacred reality on this planet.
The wars unfortunately always lead to
loss of human lives. I never consider,
whatever a nation or country or group
achieve and get as a winner of a war,
is more valuable than the human lives
that perish in that process.
Almost every war has an aim of its
own. That aim may be anything. They
all declare their mottos before starting
a war. These reasons differ from
country to country, from nation to
nation, but I for me every war has
only one common aim. Whenever two
or more forces enter into a war, their
only aim is to kill a maximum number
of human beings of the other side.
The human life loses all its value and
sacredness, once a war starts.

I always wonder, why do some rulers
always want to extend their
boundaries at the expense of human
lives? Unfortunately I always fail to
get an answer to this question, which
is very silly for many others.
The Korean war had ended just before
I was born. The first twenty years of
my life saw the Vietnam war, which
spread to Cambodia, Laos and
adjoining areas after being officially
ended.
The Iraq / Iran war continued for over
8 years, from 1980 to 1988, with over
600,000 casualties. There was civil
war in Lebanon for about 15 years.
The first Gulf War in 1991, although a
short war, in fact had ignited the
whole Middle East, where wars are
still the norm of the area. The war in
Afghanistan has been going on for
over 30 years now, with fits and starts.
The loss of human lives in just a few
wars that I mentioned above, was
never taken seriously by the two
conflicting sides. There is no end to
loss of human lives in Syria, Yemen
and many other countries in the world.
The wars never stop. The past and
present depress me because I do not
see that wars will not stop in the future
too.

Cost of War - Syria
The loss of human lives will also
never stop in the future.
But all this does not mean that we
must lose our all hopes. We must not
stop doing whatever we can for the
sake of peace in the world.
In the end I would simply like to say
that the only solutions for all the wars
and blood shedding on earth is just
because we do not want to give peace
a chance. I strongly believe that all the
problems which have not so far been
solved through wars, can be solved by
simply believing in peace. I believe
that peace is far stronger than war.
Let's “Give Peace a Chance”.
GIVE PEACE A CHANCE
By John Lennon
Ev'rybody's talking about
Bagism, Shagism, Dragism, Madism,
Ragism, Tagism
This-ism, that-ism, is-m, is-m, is-m.
All we are saying is give peace a
chance
All we are saying is give peace a
chance
C'mon
Ev'rybody's talking about Ministers,
Sinisters, Banisters and canisters
Bishops and Fishops and Rabbis and
Pop eyes,
And bye bye, bye byes.

All we are saying is :
Give Peace a Chance.
Cost of War - Vietnam

Cost of War - Iraq

Video - https://youtu.be/C3_0GqPvr4U
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KAR - News Update - KAR closes its doors!
Readers mail.....
Kyrenia Animal Rescue.....
KAR has been established as a
registered TRNC Charity, as many of
you know, for over 20 years and
during that time we have suffered
highs and lows.
We are the ONLY Animal Charity
here that has over 300 animals being
cared for in a privately
funded
purpose built rescue centre - funded
by donations from members of the
public and our supporters only. During
recent times the lows have been great
culminating in the devastating
distemper outbreak of 2018. Slowly
we have, with the fantastic support of
communities and individuals near and
far, recovered from that awful
outbreak.
We had hoped (and had been looking
forward to) 2019 would be a "high"
time for KAR - leaving all of the
sadness, worry and devastation behind
as far as possible. However as 2018
came to a close - we were beginning
to doubt our hopes for 2019.
We were beset with major works
needed (due to the age of our centre
and its buildings plus the ages of our
vehicles etc) that were so very
expensive. We were hit (along with
much of the TRNC) by heavy storms
which left us trying to move dogs to
safety, trying to rebuild and repair
kennels, secure and re-concrete
compounds which not only were
water-logged but were also covered in
ground holes, our centre office roof
needed urgent repairs as the water
came through - it all was expense that
we HAD to pay out but could not
really afford - but it had to be done for
the safety and protection of the 300
plus animals within the centre.
We are now into the 4th month of
2019 and it is fair to say KAR
finances have not improved - they
have in fact deteriorated.
A 2nd round of storms meant more
damage - more repairs = more money.

The vehicles that we have are old and
needing more and more work and
repairs to keep them on the road =
more money.
Medicines, vet treatments, cat and dog
food - all have increased in costs =
more money.
Electric tariffs, fuel and water costs
(our centre is not on mains water and
has to have several XL tankers
delivered weekly - do you realise how
much water is needed just to keep
300+ animals living areas clean and to
provide fresh drinking water!) have all
gone up = more money.
Wages have increased in line with
government policy = more money.
These are just some of the demands on
our finances that have increased.
To add to our worries ;
There are more individuals and
organisations in the TRNC trying to
raise money for their causes - all from
the same donation pot = this has
resulted in a loss of income for KAR.
There are fewer volunteers which
means our Charity shops cannot stay
open every day = a loss of income for
KAR.
Donations for the KAR Cat Neutering
programme have declined = a loss of
income
for
the
KAR
clinic/programme.
We have fewer volunteers to organise
fundraising events = a loss of income.
But we do have more of ‘some things’
cats and dogs being dumped - despite
pleas for the proper process to be
applied, cats being neutered by our
community program and subsequently
more clinic costs, more staff needed to
deal with the strict quarantine regime
and animal care needed at the centre,
more requests for help from outside
our area, more cats and dogs in the
centre because of low homing
numbers.
We have now reached the point where

we are having to take action in order
to maintain the standards of care that
our cats and dogs need and deserve,
action needed to keep the books
balanced, action to avoid closing
completely the Charity shops, action
to stop the very successful KAR Cat
Neutering programme finishing.
Action to stop KAR folding.
In order for us to continue for the
foreseeable future :
Our Rescue Centre is FULL
- FULL COMPLETELY. We will
NOT be taking in any animals until a
space is freed up (by homing or loss)
- we cannot pay for any more staff, we
cannot provide more kennels or
cattery places, we cannot take any
more animals IN.
Our charity shops - we will try and
keep them open as much as we can as
they were a great generator of income
for us - but there will be times when
they will need to be closed - we do not
have enough volunteers to help out in
them and to keep them open.
Our neutering clinic (and the cat
community neutering service) will
reduce to only 2 days per week - we
are not receiving enough donations to
cover the costs of the clinic or the
service.

We hope that these precautions will
help to keep us going but they will
only keep us going for the foreseeable
future.
We do have many longstanding (and
some
newer)
supporters
and
volunteers without whose help we
would not have been able to carry on
for as long as we have – their support
is now crucial to help us keep going
with these precautions in place. Our
cats and dogs, and all at KAR, owe a
massive Thank You to those
supporters and volunteers who have
helped us so far and who we know
will continue to help if they can
- sadly it still may not be enough.
This is not a “scaremongering” appeal
– it is a reality. We are having to make
cut backs in order to “survive” but
without
additional
FUNDS,
DONATIONS and VOLUNTEERS,
who knows what the future will be for
KAR or IF there will be a future for
KAR.

Kyrenia Animal Rescue rely solely on donations for funding, please
help us to help the animals of Northern Cyprus.
Adopt. Volunteer, Feed, Sponsor, Donate, Love - our animals want
all of these but would be happy with just one of them
Website www.kartrnc.org Tel 009 0533 8694098
Bank Details: HSBC UK: 40-21-02 Account Number 11364812
IBAN No:GB94HBUK 402102 11364812
BIC No: HBUKGB4131B
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KAR - News Update
PLAY YOUR CARDS RIGHT - FOR KAR - C'mon Down
MONDAY APRIL 29th – AL SHAHEEN (KARAKUM) - 7pm

Please help by making a donation

Games Galore – Play Your Cards Right – Card Bingo – The Random Raffle PLUS Tunes with Terry

A huge rise in the cost of vet supplies is preventing us
from continuing with our very successful cat neutering
programme. We don't want to stop helping the street
cats.

Fixed menu 65TL (Beef Balti option 70TL)
Starters (choice of)
2 x poppadoms & dips or Onion Bhaji & dips or Chicken
Liver Pate

Please help us, by donating cash to our cause.
Go to www.kartrnc.org

Mains (choice of)
Vegetable Curry - Chicken Karahi -. Beef Balti - Chicken Tikka Masala (all served with
rice and chappati) - Chicken A La King (served with rice or potatoes and seasonal veg)
Coffee and Brandy
Please reserve your table and place your meal order on
0533 842 2784 or 0392 815 7390
The last event was a SELL OUT - so don't be one of the
disappointed ones - book early

KAR Dog Show & Spring Fayre 28th April
KAR's annual Dog Show and
Spring Fayre is being held on 28th
April at the Wednesday Market area
in Girne.
Following the show having to be
cancelled last year due to the
devastating Distemper outbreak we
are hoping that we will have a high
number of show entries and visitors
to make the event a huge success.
Every dog entering will be given a
short health check and vaccinations
checked by our resident Vet before
they can be registered into their
entry classes.

Classes:
1. MOST HANDSOME DOG
2. PRETTIEST BITCH
3. GOLDEN OLDIE (Dogs over
the age of 7 years).
4. CHILD & 4 LEGGED FRIEND
(Child under the age of 15)
5. DOG WITH THE WAGGIEST
TAIL (Treats or toys may be used
to help the tail wagg)
6.
DOG IN THE BEST
CONDITION.
7.
BEST STREET DOG
(Abandoned or rescued from the
street)
8. BEST KAR DOG (Re-homed
from the KAR rescue centre)
9. HAPPY FAMILIES (Multiple
dogs living in the same home)
10. FRIENDLIEST DOG.

There will be 10 classes to choose
from and you may enter as many
classes as you like. Entry is on the
day and each class you enter will PRIZES....PRIZES....PRIZES....
cost 5TL per dog.
The Winner of each class will
receive a trophy.

Winners 1st 2nd & 3rd will receive Please note: The Show Opens at
prizes kindly donated by Metropol. 10am. Judging starts at 10.30am.
All dogs must be on a lead, in
All winners 1st to 5th in each class good health and over the age of 6
will receive a beautiful Rosette.
months.
Winner of class 8 BEST KAR
DOG will receive a special trophy
- The Mahoney Trophy.
All children entered in class 4
CHILD & 4 LEGGED FRIEND
will receive a present from
Metropol.
You do not have to own a dog to
visit the event. Come along and
join in the fun.
There will be lots to see and many
charity stalls selling Bric a brac,
Toys, DVDs, Jewellery, Pet
Products, Plants, Tombola and
much, much more.
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KADS Auditions at Acmenya Restaurant, Alsancak
Readers mail .... from
Kyrenia Amateur Dramatic
Society .....
Ever been to a KADS show and
thought “I wouldn't mind having a
go at that?” Well here's your
chance!
KADS are holding an informal
gathering/audition at Acmenya
restaurant, Alsancak, at 11.30am
on Tuesday 14th May 2019. The
following future productions will
be open to audition:

1. A radio play, “World
Premiere” directed by Diana Peek.
This is an opportunity to try your
hand at acting without the pressure
of a public performance! Seven
roles are available, including a
lush! Rehearsals will take place
throughout June only, with
recording at the BRT studios
planned for late summer.

2.

“KADS Goes to the Movies”:

A series of extracts and one liners
from some of cinema's most iconic
films. Material will be selected and
rehearsed from mid August, with
performances planned towards the
end of September.
For further information please call
0533 8328121 or 0533 8400380.

Looking back at past KADS activities

The late Tony Woods in the
control room with Can Gazi
recording "Dirty Business"
for KADS

KADS Chorus - "What
shall we do with the
Drunken Sailor"

Children's party at Charlie's Sport Bar, Küçükerenköy
Readers mail.....
From Susie Ford......
Charlie's
Sports
Bar
in
Küçükerenköy held a children's
party from 11.00am until 3.00pm
with bouncy castle, clowns, face
paintings, BBQ, for the children
of Tatlisu as it is was a Special
Day for them.

These are the photos from the
children's party at Charlie's. There
were around 20 children there,
playing games, having their faces
painted and playing on the bouncy
castle.

The DJ was playing kids songs
throughout. They had their choice
of beef sausage in a bun with
chips or beef burger in a bun with
chips then either a vanilla or
chocolate cupcake.
Before they left they were each
given a balloon animal and a
goody bag.

Photographs and news courtesy of Claire Lamb
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Hikmet Uluçam honoured at NEU - Photography Exhibition
Hikmet’s
Wonderland
when
carpets of cyclamen cover every
corner of his garden.
Now on April 16, a solo exhibition
of his graphic photographic work
was arranged by NEU in the Foyer
of the Faculty of Dentistry which
will be open to view until 05 May.

By Heidi Trautmann ....
www.heiditrautmann.com ....
Photography Exhibition
April to 5th May

16

Within
the
framework
of
establishing
a
wide
and
informative spectrum of the visual
arts in North Cyprus, the Cyprus
Modern Art Museum at the Near
East University has in the course
of the last months brought forward
many exhibitions and has now
started to honour artists, who have
made an impact on the art scene
and society in many ways.
Hikmet Uluçam has, since the
1980s, when he returned to the
island after his university years,
understood to combine art forms
and nature to find in the end his
own style, not only in the separate
disciplines as such, graphic and
design and photography but in a
combined form, as we can see in
his current exhibition again.
Graphic elements in photography
and nature. It requires an
especially trained eye.
I have written about his work
many times and not only is he
known as an artist but also as a
keen gardener and nature lover
and his fans come from across the
island each spring to admire

Prof. Dr. Ali Efdal Özkul (Head of
the Faculty of History and Atatürk
Research Centre) opened the
speeches describing the vision of
unifying sciences and the arts
which are the base of a country’s
history. When Hikmet Uluçam
came to the microphone to give
his thanks he showed an old
invitation around for one of his
first exhibitions, issued by Dr.
Suat Günsel and he mentioned that
already in those days Dr. Suat
Günsel was supporting the arts.
H.E. Mustafa Akıncı and his wife
Meral were present at the
ceremony and it was from
President Akıncı’s hands that
Hikmet received the award. A
black velvet cloth was lifted to
uncover a bust of Hikmet and it
will, I presume, be placed one day
in the Hall of Honour of the new
Art Museum. They both look so
nicely together.
My
congratulations,
Uluçam

Hikmet
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Adventure on the road with cyclist Abdulhalim Akçay - Part 12
By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....
CyprusScene
is
following
Abdulhalim Akçay, who is
continuing his long cycling tour of
Turkey. He plans to visit 81
provinces and 800 districts in a
period of 2 years. Here is his
diary for the period from 14th –
21st April 2019.

138th day (15/04/2019)
He went to the ancient AFKULE
monastery and the village which
was at a distance of about 8 km
from Fethiye. It was a wonderful
place to see.

137th day (14/04/2019)
After İNLİCE he started off
towards FETHİYE. The Baba
mountain area was waiting for him
to be crossed. The sky was full of
clouds. It took more than half of
the day to reach Fethiye. The
gears of his cycle were having
some problem, so he needed a
repair shop.

139th day (16/04/2019)
He left most of his luggage in the
house of Mr. Bahadir, and started
off to tour the area on his cycle.
The area was hilly, and in some
places there was paragliding. At
some places the height was over
2000 metres from sea level. It was
possible to see the Dead Sea from
there.
He toured the ancient
Laguana village. On his way he
met a Russian tourist family. The
road was hilly and needed much
energy to cycle through its ups and
While he was looking for a repair downs.
shop he met Mr. Bahadir and Mr.
Unal who not only helped him to The weather was cloudy and he
get all of his problems solved, but faced rain as well on his way.
also received him as their guest.
At the end of the day he was
He spent the rest of the day taking interviewed by the Fethiye
Television.
pictures and meeting people.

140th day (17/04/2019)
He left Fethiye after breakfast, and
moved
ahead
towards
SEYDİKEMER. It was a bit out of
the way, but he did not want to
miss it, so he went there and took
some photographs. There he met a
motorcyclist, who was following
him through social media.
From Seydikemer he moved
towards
SAKLIKENT
KANYONU. It is a beautiful place
well known for its beautiful
waterfall. It was difficult to reach
there. There were some tourists
who had come to see the water
falling from top of the canyon,
making it a beautiful scene to
watch. The water was cool.
Later on he went to PATARA
beach after passing through
KIRIK and PALAMUT village.
He thought of pitching his tent on
the beach, but found that it had
been officially banned during this
period. However, the local
authorities allowed him to stay for
the night there, as a special case.

141st day (18/04/2019)
He spent a wonderful night on
Patara beach. He met some
Chinese tourists, and spent a good
time with them. He started off
towards KALKAN – KAŞ. He had
a break at a Petrol Station, where
he met some other Chinese
tourists.
On his way he met an Australian
couple who were on their way
from Adana to Istanbul by bicycle.
He enjoyed their company.
He reached KALKAN, which is a
lovely place. From there he turned
towards KAŞ.
In Kaş he went to see the ancient
theatre, and later found a place to
pitch his tent for a night's stay,
along with the tent of another
tourist.

continued on next page ....
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continued ....

Adventure on the road - Part 12

143rd day (20/04/2019)
He left the YAVU village at about
10am. First he thought of going to
DEMRE but half way, he changed
his plan and turned towards
KEKOVA.
Kekova, also named Caravola, is a
small Turkish island near the
Demre district of Antalya province
which faces the villages of
Kaleköy and Üçağız. Kekova has
an area of 4.5 km² and is
uninhabited.
142nd day (19/04/2019)
He reached YAVU village, when
it was almost evening. The whole
day cycling had made him very
tired. Though the day was full of
passing through lovely natural
scenery and meeting people, he
was tired at the end of the day.
The Imam of the local mosque
helped him and allowed him to
stay in his tent inside the garden of
the mosque. The Imam helped him
a lot.

With the help of some friends he
toured the under sea area of the
old city. It was wonderful sight to
see the old ruins under the water.
The tour was for about 1.5 hours.
It was a wonderful tour in all
respects.
He returned back to ÇAYAĞZI
where he pitched his tent at a
suitable place and slept.

144th day (21/04/2019)
In the morning he went to see the
museum. There he met some
tourists from Ukraine.
He moved ahead towards DEMRE.
He went to see the Nikolay castle,
which is very popular among the
Russian tourists. From there he
went to see the ancient theatre of
Myra. The tourism season had
started and tourists could be seen
everywhere.
Next he started off towards
FINIKE. The road was wonderful
and was suitable for his bicycle.
On that particular day it was a kite
flying festival in Finike.
However he also went to
KUMLUCA village also. It was
almost evening when he reached
Kumluca.
There was a good allocated place
of the local municipality, where he
pitched his tent for the night.
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Hope 4 Pets - News Update
Facebook posting by Elizabeth
Stowell.
The Financial Accounts for Hope 4
Pets North Cyprus (TRNC) have
been sent to the authorities in the
TRNC (they had to be in by the end
of March, 2019). The TRNC
charity accounts are from Jan-Dec
18, and only list donations and
expenditure in TL. The UK
accounts in £ run from May 18 to
April 19 and cover donations,
expenditure in £. Unfortunately,
this is the way the Charity
Commission in the UK and the

authorities in the TRNC would like
them done as two separate lots of
accounts £ & TL. As you can see
from the graphs below no
expenses, wages, or any sort of
income or financial gain was taken
by anyone within H4P.
Note: Miscellaneous dog costs are:
toys, kennels, beds, leads, collars,
medication from chemists, crates,
etc, miscellaneous cat costs, are cat
carriers, meds from chemists, toys,
bowls etc.

Facebook
posting
by
Stephanie Harrison-Croft

appeal for both H4P and Tulips
too. So many amazing people
out there X

Thank you so much to Ian and
Michelle Martin for kindly
putting themselves out to
represent H4P when no one else
was available in my absence
along with collecting part of a
huge amount of bric a brac
donated to Sylvia Austin lent
appeal, thank you again. Thank
you also to all the numerous
people who took the time to
clear out and donate to the

Meet Beauty.
She is a lucky one of few ever to
get the chance of being homed
from the Iskele shelter. H4P
instigated getting her a home
with a lovely lady who wanted
to home a dog directly from the
Iskele shelter after seeing the
terrible conditions that dogs
endure there ( H4P also sent 3
more bags of food for these
dogs today).
Here she is one her way to that
home this morning.
Thanks go out to Sarah Jane
Purcell and Serife who took the
time to make this lovely girl’s

H4P were happy to support
Robert Astley again in his
quest to help as many
animals as possible this
afternoon by giving 20 large
bags of dog food to feed the
dogs he helps.
Thank you to Bill HarrisonCroft for helping to load
and unload and Sheila for
loading the bags.

life change forever when we
contacted them to help choose a
dog for a home from the many
still awaiting. Result

LOCAL NEWS
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Slimmers World, Catalkoy - Grand Easter Raffle
By Margaret Sheard ....
We often follow the news of
Slimmers World who meet at
Sartaj Restaurant in Catalkoy and
on Saturday 20th April, their
weekly meeting included their
Grand Easter Raffle.

Pets, two very worthy charities to
help the street animals of North
Cyprus.
Val Stuart-Traynor told us that
they raised 1310TL for KAR
from the raffle and 723TL for

Hope 4 Pets from members’
weight losses and forfeits.
The group meets at Sartaj
Restaurant in Catalkoy every
Saturday at 10am. They now
have 23 members.

If you would like to join
group, not only for weight
but also to meet with others
make friends, please contact
on 0542 855 1219.

the
loss
and
Val

As well as donations by local
businesses, the ladies had been
collecting items for the raffle
during the past weeks and they
managed to put together a brilliant
array of nice prizes, including
many bottles of wine and spirits,
hampers, a lead crystal vase, a
meal for 2 at Sartaj and many
others.
Any proceeds from their weekly
meetings are donated to Kyrenia
Animal Rescue (KAR) and Hope 4

l-r : Val Stuart-Traynor, Susan
Holbrook, Kate Bell

Sing Baby Sing - Stylistics Tribute at Colony Garden 19th June
News update received from
Laurence Floyd regarding the
Supper Club event “Sing Baby
Sing” Stylistics Tribute, at the
Colony
Garden,
Girne
on
Wednesday 19th June.

The evening features a 3-course
meal, with all drinks including
imported spirits such as Bombay
Gin, Famous Grouse, Finlandia,
Bacardi and French Brandy (no
liqueurs or Prosecco). Coffee &
Tea stations.

The price of £55 has been held for
the last 6 years, and tickets will be
available from: Best Seller
Alsancak and Karakum, and
Colony Hotel reception, from late
May.

Event is sponsored once again by
Creditwest bank...the favourite and
best expat bank.
Tickets can be reserved by emailing
me on :

By Laurence Floyd ....

floydlaurence@googlemail.com

We are pleased to announce the
details for the above event in
support of Tulips (Help Those with
Cancer
Association)
at
our
favourite venue, the Colony
Garden, for the full Supper Club
package in the spacious venue with
experienced waiters.

Tables seat a maximum of 12, but
10 persons secures.

The event features Sing Baby
Sing...a group of very accomplished
guys with their performance of the
Stylistics
hits
and
Motown
greats...check out :
www.stylisticstribute.com

It will be a wonderful evening in
the outdoor venue
Best regards
Laurence

Photo courtesy of Carlton White
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Jessic Restaurant fundraising event for Karsiyaka School
By Margaret Sheard ....
After the awful weather we have
been experiencing in North
Cyprus, everyone was so thankful
that the sun was shining brightly
on Sunday 21st April for the
fundraising event at Jessic
Restaurant and Bar in Karsiyaka.
The event was in aid of the
Karsiyaka School children which is
a project of Mus Aziz of Jessic
Restaurant under the banner
Jessic’s Friends of Karşiyaka
School children and was a BBQ,
auction, raffle and entertainment
from 1pm and continuing into the
evening.

many raffle prizes and also the 60
items which would be under the
hammer at the auction. We said
hello to Amanda Fiora who was in
charge of the Make Me An Offer
stall, and I managed to find
something to buy.
It was nice as usual to see some
familiar faces and have a chat with
people who had come along to
support the event.

Mus has the support of his son
Deniz Aziz, Malcolm Mitcheson,
James Patterson, Ian Williams, and
many others and they have already
made a huge difference for the
benefit of the children at Karşiyaka
School.
The BBQ was filling the air with a
lovely aroma when we arrived and
although we hadn’t intended to eat
we were tempted and enjoyed a
delicious selection of plated food.
We were told that 5TL from each
meal would be donated to the
fundraising event.
We spent some time looking at the

Photos :
Top : Some of the auction items.
Left : James Patterson and Malcolm
Mitcheson / Raffle prizes.
Below : Supporters at the event.
Below left : BBQ plates

There must have been in excess of
150 people gathered both inside and
outside to enjoy the day, so it was a
brilliant turnout.
The ex-auctioneer, Karl Rugg,
arrived for the auction, which
started a little later than intended,
but he soon got into full swing
egging the guests on to bid as high
as possible. With the 60 items up
for auction, it took rather a long
time to get through them all and
unfortunately we were unable to
stay to the end.

We received the results of the
fundraiser
from
Malcolm
Mitcheson and Amanda Fiora
which was a staggering 24,895TL,
what a fantastic amount.

Following the auction and raffle, Following is Amanda’s summary
Peter
Dawson
would
be of the event.
entertaining with some of his nice
and easy favourites. Having seen
him perform previously, I am sure
the guests had a very enjoyable Continued on next page ....
evening.
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GAU
film to School
increase
knowledgeevent
about AIDS
continued
.... screened
Karsiyaka
fundraising
By Amanda Fiora ...
“ We received kind donations from:
Olive Press Lawn Bowls - Lapta
Amore Tanning and Beauty - Lapta
Hideaway Hotel - Karmi
Perris Fish Restaurant - Kervan
Baroosh
Bar & Restaurant
- Alsancak
Park Inn ‘Rock and Roll Bingo’
- Karsiyaka
Not forgetting the customers and
friends of Jessic!
‘Jessic’s Friends of Karsiyaka
School Children’ Society is very
happy to announce that between
Auction, Raffle, Bargain table, and
individual donations, 24,895TL was
raised at the Auction Day on Easter
Sunday. Once again the generosity
of the local community and Jessic's
customers has been outstanding.
The Auctioneer Karl Rugg did a
wonderful job of whipping up
enthusiasm on all the lots, and we
would like a to say a special thank
you to the volunteers who carried
all the lots around the tables for
viewing during the bidding. The
ever-enthusiastic Ian Williams

managed to convince patrons to
painlessly part with almost
3,500TL for raffle tickets, and
1,695TL was raised on the 'Make
an Offer' bargain table.
Over 80 BBQ meals were served
with 5TL from each adding to the
total. DJ Steve and singer Peter
Dawson
provided
quality
entertainment for those who
stayed to dance the night away
(and many did!)
'Jessic's Friends of Karsiyaka
School Children' Society have
been organising fundraising since
October 2017, and have already
successfully refurbished the

Photos :
Top : Amanda Fiora manning the Make Me An Offer stall
Middle : Mus helps with the BBQ
Above : More supporters at the event
Right : Karl Rugg with Mus looking on

Karsiyaka School Media Room,
firstly redecorating then refitting
with a projector and screen, laptop
computers, storage furniture, and
many English language children's
books. The second project of
supplying educational Lego sets to
support STEM learning was
completed in February, and has
been handed over to the school.

Jessic's proprietors Mus and
Deniz Aziz have confirmed that the
next project is to provide a quality
musical education for all pupils
within the school, and 'Jessic's
Friends' are already meeting with
the Head and Teachers from the
School to move this forward.”
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Educational talk on parenting organised by EMU
By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....
The
Eastern
Mediterranean
University recently organised an
informal lecture section for the
parents of the students going to the
Famagusta Vocational High School
Kindergarten.
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Eda Yazgın
delivered
a
talk
entitled
“Satisfactory Parenting”. The talk
dealt
with
scientific
work
regarding early child development
and education, how to follow and
support the development potential
of children, healthy distinct
boundaries for raising children,
individuality,
indomitableness,
social and emotional intelligence
and disposition- oriented parenting.
The parents attending the session
found the talk very informative and
helpful. The effect an environment

has on the biological foundations
of personality was discussed in the
light of current scientific findings
in addition to ways in which
positive social behaviour can be
supported, social and emotional
skills which are just as important
as intelligence and how these
skills should be supported via
disposition.

Based on the number of
publications
made
per
academician, Near East University
is ranked 3rd among the State and
Foundation Universities in Turkey;
and first among the universities in
Cyprus.

In
addition,
kindergarten
management and teachers indicated
that meetings involving school and
parent interaction will continue on
a regular basis whilst thanking the
parents who participated in the
event as well as the speaker Assoc.
Prof. Dr. Eda Yazgın.

Attention was also drawn to the
arrangements and principles that
need to be taken into consideration
when establishing a child’s
developmental frame.
As an educational psychologist
and academician that has been
training teachers, carrying out
research and meeting with
different
parties
to
share
information that comes out of the
university for many years, EMU
Department
of
Elementary

NEU ranks 3rd in Turkey
By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....

Education Chair Assoc. Prof. Dr.
Eda Yazgın thanked Famagusta
Vocational
High
School
Kindergarten administration and
instructor Hülya Özkoşar for the
role they played in arranging this
event.

As per the press release of the
university the academicians of the
university have published more
than 1,200 scientific papers in
journals the world over.
The
number of articles published per
faculty member of Near East
University in 2018 is 1.23, and the
number of articles per full-time
faculty member is 0.64.

EUL Tunisian Day
By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....
In line with the tradition of
organising national days of
different countries, the European
University of Lefke, recently
organised
"The
Tunisian
Independence Day", with a view to
introducing the Tunisian culture to
the students from other countries.

event generated interest among the
students.
The organisers presented the
cultural and historical features
along with clothes and dishes of
their countries with videos.

Students also performed their
traditional dances, sang songs and
celebrated their national days with
According to the information enthusiasm.
released by the University the
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"Innovations in Emergency" Symposium organised
By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....
The 3rd Emergency Service
Symposium with the title of
"Innovations in Emergency", was
recently organised as a result of
cooperation between the Near East
University Hospital and the TR
Emergency Medicine Specialists'
Association. The Symposium was
held at Hall No. 4 of the NEU
Library. Numerous specialists of
the field from Turkey and TRNC
attended the symposium. The
symposium was comprised of
issues related to Basic Life Support
and Advanced Life Support.
The symposium was held in two
sessions, namely "Information"
and " Application".
According to the information
released by the University The
Chairs of the Symposium were

Prof. Dr. Başar Cander, Prof. Dr.
Mehmet Gül from TR Emergency
Medicine Specialists` Association
and Assist. Prof. Dr Emel Erkuş
Sirkeci from Head of Department
of Emergency Medicine of Near
East University Hospital and the
symposium was focused on
innovative
and
updated
technological
developments,
changing treatment protocols in
emergency,
innovations
in
resuscitation and non-invasive
suturing methods.

In the second session of the
symposium, Prof. Dr. Başar
Cander provided details regarding
basic life support, whereas Prof.
Dr. Mehmet Gül shared theoretical
and practical information on
advanced cardiac life support
.
At the end Assist. Prof. Dr. Emel
Erkuş Sirkeci made a speech and

expressed that they were quite
happy to host the symposium. She
added that the symposium and all
efforts were due to the Near East
University`s mission to be the
follower,
supporter
and
shareholder of all the innovations
made and to be made in the field of
medicine.

The symposium, which consisted
of two panels, Specialist Doctor
İpek
Gülin
Ağar
shared
information on changing treatment
protocols in emergency; Specialist
Doctor Koray Kadam shared
innovations in resuscitation; and
Specialist Doctor Elif Burcu Garda
gave information about noninvasive suture methods.

"Algerian Night" at Eastern Mediterranean University
By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....
Universities in TRNC usually
arrange for events to introduce
culture of foreign students who are
studying in the country.
These events help in bringing
people from different social
backgrounds, nearer to each other.
Recently
the
Eastern
Mediterranean
University,
organised a night for the Algerian
students, at the Beach Club.

The event was attended by a large
number of Algerian students as
well as students from other
countries, who are studying at the
university

The Algerian students offered
participants their local food and a
cake was cut to highlight the
meaning and importance of the
night at which students were

sporting traditional clothing and
Algerian flags.
Live picture shows, local songs
and dance performances also
added colour to the unique event.
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KARMA (The law of cause and effect)
Hence the old biblical saying (an
eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth),
every action has a consequence that
results most of the time as karma
- the law of cause and effect. So
each lifetime we must repay the
debt of the action we created before.

By Nick Vye ....
Sanctuary ....
Many people today have heard the
word karma mentioned in people's
conversation or read it in a book.
Not many are aware of what it
actually relates to.
Karma means whatever the
situation or experience one has
with families, loved ones or
friends, whether good or bad, we
are indebted to pay for this action.

Oriental religions mention this in
their teachings and people in these
countries accept the situation they
find themselves in due to actions or
deeds they performed previously.
This is why some are rich, some
poor, some healthy, some ill, etc. It
depends either on your karma, or
the experiences you need to
progress on your own spiritual
journey.
I will write more on this deep
subject in a later article.
Nick Vye Sanctuary,

THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
The world that you now exist in,
Is what you created within you!

MOVING - ON
A Poem by Nick Vye, Sanctuary
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Forthcoming Events

Kyrenia Animal Rescue (KAR)
"Play Your Cards Right"
at Al Shaheen Restaurant, Karakum
Monday 29th April at 7pm
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North Cyprus Events Calendar
27th April to 15th May 2019
A list of events you can look forward to in North Cyprus. For those charity fund-raisers, venues etc. who would like to include an event in the
Weekly Events Calendar, contact Chris or Margaret at cyprusscene.com.
The Events Calendar is published on cyprusscene.com website every week on Thursday so please try to submit information you would like to
be included by Wednesday each week.
Sadrazam Kayalar v Çamlıbel (BTM) at Şht
Şevket Kadir Stadium, Lapta. Kick off 10.30am.
Gönyeli v L. Gençler Birliği (SL) at Ataturk
Stadium, Lefkosa. Kick off 3.30pm.
Küçük Kaymaklı v Doğan Türk Birliği (SL) at Şht
Hüseyin Ruso Stadıum, Lefkosa. Kick off 3.30pm.
29th April – Monday - Friends of the TRNC
Emergency Services (112) will be holding their
27th April – Saturday - The Soulist Coffee Quiz Night at the Black Olive Cafe starting at
and Music House, Alsancak will be presenting 7.30pm. For quiz and supper 35TL and for the quiz
Supernova (Reggae) at 9.30pm.
Entrance only 10TL. To book call 0533 840 7834
35TL.
29th April – Monday - Kyrenia Animal Rescue
(KAR) will be having a Play your Cards Right
27th April – Saturday – Football :
Düzkaya v Yalova (L1) at Nihat Bağcier Stadı, event at Al Shaheen in Karakum starting at 7pm.
There will be a fixed 2-course menu with choices
Catalkoy (behind Tempo). Kick off 3.30pm.
Çanakkale v Ozanköy (L1) at Muharrem Döveç of starters and main for 65TL per person including
coffee and brandy. To reserve a table and place
Stadı, Famagusta. Kick off 3.30pm.
Çetinkaya v Girne Halk Evi (SL) at Ataturk meal order call 0533 842 2784 or 0392 815 7390.
Stadium, Lefkosa. Kick off 3.30pm.
30th April and 1st May – Tuesday/Wednesday 28th April – Sunday - KAR Dog Show at the KADS will be performing at The Black Olive Cafe,
Wednesday Market site, starting at 10.30am. 10 Alsancak at 7pm with their new production of a 2Fun Classes – 5TL entry per class. Prizes, part Murder Mystery “Fatal Reaction”. There will
rosettes, charity stalls, pet products and much be a buffet meal served between the two acts.
more. Dogs must be over 6 months old, in good Tickets 75TL from Lambousa Saturday Market or
The Food Lodge, Catalkoy.
For further
health and must be kept on a lead.
information Tel: 0533 832 8121.
28th April – Sunday - The Soulist Coffee and
Music House, Alsancak will be presenting a 30th April – Tuesday - Tim’s Cafe/Bar will be
Classical Concert. Admission 6.30pm, concert having an Open Mike Night hosted by Gavin at
7pm. Entrance 40TL. Pre-sold tickets at The 8pm. To book call 0533 885 8782.
1st May – Wednesday - Blakes Lounge Bar &
Soulist as limited seating.
Bistro, Alsancak will be having a Tapas Night from
28th April – Sunday - Just Nice Restaurant, 7.30pm. 130TL for 2 people. To book call 0548
Ozankoy will be presenting Senol entertaining 839 4007.
from 2.30pm. To book a table call 0533 888
2nd May – Thursday - Quiz of the Week with
7430.
Susie, followed by Karaoke at the Balti House,
Esentepe at 8pm. 5TL per person. 2-course quiz
28th April – Sunday – Football :
Çetinkaya v Girne Halk Evi (SL) at Mustafa menu 40TL. To book call 0542 889 3034.
Hidayet Çağlar Stadı, Alsancak. Kick off
3rd May – Friday - Bingo at Charlie’s Bar,
3.30pm.
Türk Ocak v Gençlik Gücü (SL) at 20 Temmuz Esentepe at 8.30pm.
Mete Adanır Stadium, Girne. Kick off 3.30pm.

6th May – Monday - Kaya Palazzo will be
hosting a Spring BBQ 18.30-21.30 in aid of
the Karsiyaka Turtle Watch. Tickets £25 per
person includes unlimited food and drinks
(beer, wine, soft drinks).
9th May – Thursday - Quiz of the Week with
Susie, followed by Karaoke at the Balti House,
Esentepe at 8pm. 5TL per person. 2-course
quiz menu 40TL. To book call 0542 889
3034.
9th May – Thursday - Tim’s Cafe/Bar will be
having evening entertainment with Andy
Reay. To book a table call 0533 869 0021.
10th May – Friday - Blakes Lounge Bar &
Bistro, Alsancak will be having a Wine &
Cheese Night. A delicious large cheese board
for 2 with all the trimmings and a bottle of
house wine. 120TL per couple. To book call
0548 839 4007.
10th May – Friday - St Andrew’s Church,
Kyrenia – Friday Night is Music Night at
7.30pm. In aid of Tulips-Help Those with
Cancer Association and the Lefkosa Women’s
Refuge.
10th May – Friday - Bingo at Charlie’s Bar,
Esentepe at 8.30pm.
14th May – Tuesday - Kyrenia Amateur
Dramatic Society will be holding an informal
gathering for auditions for radio plays to be
aired later in the summer. This will be at
11.30am at Acmenya Restaurant, Alsancak.
For more information call 0533 8328121 or
0533 8400380.
15th May – Wednesday - The Courtyard Inn,
Karakum are holding a lunch on behalf of the
British Cemetery Committee, starting at 1pm.
3-course meal 70TL per person. To book call
0392 815 3343 or 0533 860 6815.
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NORTH CYPRUS CHEMIST ROTA
27th April – Saturday
Arkan Adişanli Eczanesi, Hz Omer Cad. Dedekorkut Plaza, Karakum.
Tel: 815 2062
Mehmet Kamiloğlu Eczanesi, Mustafa Çağalay Cad Gırne.
Tel: 815 2150
28th April – Sunday
Öncel Mahmutoğlu Eczanesi, Ecevit Cad. Fuzuli Sok. Gırne.
Tel: 815 0850
Tören Eczanesi, Zıya Rızkı Cad. Gırne. Tel: 815 8979

Sorry, the chemist rota for May
is not yet available

29th April – Monday
Arda Çelik Eczanesi, Zafer Cad. Ozankoy. Tel: 815 2069
Tören 11 Eczanesi, Vakıflar Çarşısı Gırne. Tel: 815 1790
30th April – Tuesday
Aşar Eczanesi, Mustafa Çağatay Cad Girne. Tel: 815 7075
Buğçe Eczanesi, Nusmar Market, Girne. Tel: 815 0032

Duty Chemists for the Girne - Alsancak - Lapta areas
Chemist Opening Hours
From 1st April 2019, on weekdays, Monday to Friday opening hours change to 8am to 7pm
and Saturdays between 8am and 1.30pm until May 12, 2019. Duty chemists 8am to 2am.

Emergency Telephone Numbers
mobile numbers are prefixed 0533 or 0542 or 0548
landline numbers are prefixed 0392
POLICE
Emergencies
General
Girne
Lefkosa
Gazi Mağusa
Guzelyurt
Lapta

155
228 3411
815 2125
228 3311
366 5310
714 2140
821 8512

FIRE
Emergencies
Forest Fire
Girne
Lefkosa
Gazi Mağusa
Guzelyurt

199
177
815 2111
227 1259
366 5389
714 2200

AMBULANCE
Emergencies

112

HOSPITAL
Girne
Lefkoşa
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

8152266/815 2254
228 5441;
3662876/3665328
714 2125

ELECTRICITY
Electrical faults
Lefkoşa
Girne
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

188
225 3436
815 2223
366 5514
714 2122

WATER
Water problems:
Lefkoşa
Girne
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

228 3315
815 2118
366 4483
714 3516

Kyrenia Weather (from 26th April 2019)
10-day Forecast
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How did you do?
Carlton Badminton League scheduled to start
By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....

the third Carlton All Stars
Badminton League, where all the
The
Badminton
League
is badminton clubs of TRNC will
scheduled to start on 26th April participate.
2019. The league is expected to
continue until mid May.
The matches will be played at the
badminton courts of Near East
According to the press release of College.
the Badminton Federation it will be

The league is going to provide
chance to all established and the
upcoming badminton players to
show the best of their sporting
abilities.

In his press release Mr. Firat Deniz,
the President of the Federation
expressed his hopes that the matches
would also bring the limelight to the
new talent, as well as providing an
opportunity to the players to
The matches will be played in improve their standard.
singles, doubles and mixed doubles
categories.
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Happy
days
are League
here, Again
and
Again
Football
Results
and
Tables
for
Weekend
Junior,
Junior,
Junior!
Esentepe
Win!
April 19/20/21

By Richard Beale ....
By Richard Beale ..
A brace of goals by Esentepe
By Richard Beale...
Saturday
: KNigerian February
winger9, 2019
EFOSA
Pet
League
: Esentepe
FRANCIS
made
6 points
out of
WithSuper
3 matches
leftit to
play,
Yenicamı
Erdal
Barut
6and
andMağusa
lifted Stadium.
Esentepe
of theto
Türk
Gücü out
continue
automatic
places
"slug" it outrelegation
at the top with
onlyinto
two
Yes
I separating
am not
dreaming,
anto
pointsposition,
them,
very similar
14th
their
highest
since
Esentepe
win
at last
long
last and 4
the English
Premier
League.
mid
October
of
year.
goals scored as well, thanks to a
Doğan
Türk
Birliği
were
home
Junior
first
half
hat
trick held
and at
a first
With
the
Under
21 team
winning
as
1-1
by
Cihangir,
that
left
much
in
form
goal
senior it's
levela in very
the second
well,at again
happy
Merit
Alsancak
Yeşilova
to
half
for youngster
Mustafa
Günlü.take
Esentepe
Village,
smiles
on
advantage by winning 1-0 at Girne
peoples faces and believe it or not
Halk Evi to leapfrog them into third
Esentepe
who have suffered a
the sun is out!
place on goal difference.
harrowing season took out all their
frustrations
onvery
Lefkoşa
based team
ItForwas
confident
Girnea Halk
Evi
after onlyteam
one
Gençlik
Gücü
which
was
performance
by
Esentepe
who
had
season in the Super League they are
undoubtedly
their
bestand
performance
plenty
of possession
at timesbut
it
automatically
relegated.
Bottom
of
thelike
season.
This Manchester
was a must
win
was
watching
City
one
club
L.Gençler
Birliği
are hanging
game
fortheEsentepe
and
they
it 5
on by
skin ofI their
teeth,did
still
play
(well
maybe
am getting
a bit
points
behind
to
reach
safety.
in
style and
they as
have
climbed
carried
away)
thenow
team
were
to
bottomthe
but ball
one around
in the League.
In
stroking
as if they
last
are Girne
Halk Evi who
wereplace
the league
leaders.
League
1
leaders
Göçmenköy
and
Esentepe face away next Saturday,
second
placed
Düzkaya
both
won and
what
aÜlkü
dog
fight
that(BUY)
will
be.were
Baf
Yurdu
a
with
3
matches
left
to
play
they
must
disappointment, they I understand
be favourites 6totimes
clinch theweekend
automatic
After
have scoring
had some last
“in house”
promotion spots.
Gençlik
showedwith
whyseveral
they
problemsGücü
this week,
are
a verystaging
inconsistent
team this
players
a boycott
and
At the bottom Değirmenlik brave
season.
They areI think
a “JekyllCoach
and
missing
battle totraining.
avoid automaticthe
relegation
Hyde”
team,
their
can
was
unable
toLeague
field day
his they
strongest
into the
BTMon
continues
after
beat
anybody,
but
when
they
not
team,
BUY
were
there
for
the
they beat Bostancı Bağcil 3-1, though
on
their
they
are bad.
Luckily
taking
anstill Esentepe
took
full
they
aregame
6 points
behind
14th
for
Esentepe
“Mr
advantage
this.Hyde” turned up,
placed
ClubofÇanakkale.
they were not at the races today.
Esentepe gambled on the fitness of
MATCH
NOTES
their leading
goalscorer Junior who
has
a
hamstring
problem,
5understandably
mins : A long
he ball
was out
not ofat the
his
G.Gücü
defence
sharpest, but
appearsfound
to havetheir
got
dangerman
Ongun
the
through the Öngür
match with
anyon
further
left,
the prolific striker outstripped
damage.
Mustafa Kiliç and got in a shot that
Esentepe
youngof the
keeper
Onur
Little was seen
BUY attack
managed
for4ins
a
which wastoledpush
by theround
giant 6ft
corner
Hafiz, an Esentepe defence well
marshalled by Mustafa Kiliç and
: Esentepe
took the
13
minsSungur
Hasan
restricted
the lead

Result : Esentepe KKSK 4 Genclik Gucu TSK 1

Result :Esentepe KKSK 2 BAF Ülkü Yurdu 0

JUNIOR in action and left celebrating a goal with teammate ÜĞURCAN
when JUNIOR started the move
both teams looked likely to score 81 mins : Junior accepting and
holding the ball found Sane in the
and finished it. The Cameroon
any time they attacked.
G Gücü box he simply squared the
International picked the ball up
Esentepe
on
the
attack
with
JUNIOR
(left
photo)
and
KAAN
(righttophoto)
an unmarked
beating a couple of players before
30 mins : Esentepe missed another ball across
golden opportunity to increase MUSTAFA GÜNLÜ on as a
passing to Sane who it turn found
Nigerian forward to only two 55 mins : Esentepe Vurkan who ball
leaving EFOSA
FRANCIS
a
who shot
home, to
their lead when Kaan on the left replacement
Kaan on the left, the wingers
chances.
was having a magnificent match, recordrunhisat first
goal ever
and he
buried
goal
for his
the
brilliantly beat his marker before clear
measured across to the far post
broke up a BUY attack and made shot
into
the
net.
2-0
sending over a perfect cross to the first team. 4-1
found JUNIOR again who slid the
progress forward before finding
MATCH NOTES :
hovering Junior but the striker
ball home. 1-0
Junior on his right. The Cameroon 90
: Ahmet
almost
onto
: G.
Gücügotalmost
90 mins
+2 mins
headed wide.
scoresheet
a 14 mins : Hafiz was put through striker looked up and sent an angle the
pulled
a goalhimself
back inplaying
the dying
14 mins : Unbelievably Esentepe
inside the Esentepe box, but before drive that flew just over the bar.
2 with Efosa, he got in a shot that
scored again immediately after
35 mins : G. Gücü pulled a goal seconds when Debola outstripped
he could get a shot away he was
deflected
wide a of
the
Muhammed
andjust
put over
perfect
back direct from a free kick taken was
G.Gücü lost the ball from the kick
thwarted by a Mustafa Kilic 65 mins: BUY had their best goal.
by PRINCE BOATENG wide on cross to Prince Boateng who
off, again Junior was involved in
challenge.
chance of the match to equalise
his left. His kick went in at the somehow managed to scoop his
the start of the move he passed to
when Hasan Bucak made a good shot over
TIME
SCORE:
the bar
from a2-0
few yards
near post, maybe young Esentepe FULL
Sane, who in turn passed to
run down the left and sent over a out to sum up G Gücü day.
8 mins : Esentepe hit the woodwork goalkeeper
Onur could have done
Hüseyin who sent a long ball into
when a free kick from Mahmut nice cross that Mustafa Kiliç just SUMMING UP : Well done
better preventing the goal. 2-1
the visitors goal area, which was
found the head of teenager Şükrü got the faintest of touches to that team,
done
Coach: 4-1
Hüseyin,
FULLwell
TIME
SCORE
headed in by JUNIOR who had
whose header deflected off a prevented Hafiz the opportunity of two successive wins have installed
kept on running into the box. 2-0.
42 mins : Esentepe increased their
defender and bounced onto the a header. The tall Nigerian confidence
The
GOALS,
lead when they were awarded a SUMMINGintoUPthe : team.
BUY post before being cleared.
recovered the ball and with Onur SMILES,
have GOALS
proved they
ain't going
SMILES
free kick on the left, Kaan simply team
25 mins : Esentepe Nigerian
the Esentepe goalkeeper coming
squared the ball to JUNIOR to roll over in this tough league,
winger Efosa set upon a run on the
out to narrow the angle he shot Of course
are nobody's
whipping
boys.of
HALF TIME SCORE : 0-0
JUNIOR
was “ Man
standing outside the area, he sent they
right putting over a low cross that
over the bar from a good position.
in a low shot that beat the diving the Match”. Sane and Kaan in
Sane hit wide from a great position.
49 mins : Esentepe were rewarded Dağman to complete his hat trick.
midfield for Esentepe had their
for their enterprising display when 87 mins : Esentepe made the game best match of the season for
26 mins : G.Gücü hit the bar
they took the lead with a marvellous safe with another well worked Esentepe. In defence Şahin put in
following an Ocran corner to the
HALF TIME SCORE : 3-1
engineered goal. Kaan on the right, goal. Ahmet who had been a real Captain’s performance aided
far post that İltaç managed to
did a clever back heel to the prominent in midfield since by Uğurcan who defended,
Quite rightly so in the second half
connect with the ball but saw his
overlapping Mahmut who sent over coming on in the 78th minute, won attacked and was all over the
Esentepe were quite content to
shot hit the bar and Esentepe
a beautiful laden cross finding the ball in midfield and passed pitch.
defend deep and rely on
managed to scramble the ball
EFOSA FRANCIS who sent a forward to Şükrü, who for one so
breakaways it was up to G. Gücü
away.
bullet header into the net. 1-0.
young
showed
marvellous
to take up the initiative which they
Celebration Time!
judgement by stepping over the
failed to do.
It was thrilling end to end stuff
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Football Fixtures for 27/28 April and 3/4/5 May
Richard Beale ....
As you may have only received your
copy of CyprusScene E-newspaper on
Saturday it may be too late for you to
plan going to watch a local football
match.
So every week we will publish the
current weekend matches plus the
following week to make it easier for
yu to plan ahead.
This weekend's "top two picks" are
"West of Girne", the best match of the
weekend must surely be at Alsancak
on Sunday (ko 3-30pm) where the
home team who are third in the Super
League take on the current champions
and League leaders Yenicami.
Staying in that area but this time in
Lapta, on Sunday morning kick off at
a very respectable 10-30am start time.
We drop into the lower league the
BTM League 2 where there is a "local
derby" between Kayalar and Çamıbel.
Match finishes 12.30pm so plenty of
time for a lunchtime pint!
SL= Super League. L1= League 1.
Cup = Kibris Cup, BTM = BTM
League 2

Selected matches for weekend 27/28 April
PLACE

DATE

ALSANCAK
Mustafa Hidayet Çağlar Stadı

Sun Apr 28 LS

Merit Alsancak Yeşilova v Yenicamı
ko 3-30pm

CATALKÖY
Nihat Bağcier Stadı

Sat Apr 27

L1

Düzkaya v Yalova ko 3-30pm (Stadium behind Tempo
Supermarket)

Sat Apr 27

L1

Çanakkale v Ozanköy ko 3-30pm

FAMAGUSTA
Muharrem Döveç Stadı
GIRNE
20 Temmuz Mete Adanır Stadium
LAPTA
Şht Şevket Kadir Stadium
LEFKOŞA
Atatürk Stadium
Atatürk Stadıum
Şht Hüseyin Ruso Stadıum

L

MATCH

Sun Apr 28 SL

Türk Ocak v Gençlik Gücü ko 3-30pm

Sun Apr 28 BTM

Sadrazam Kayalar v Çamlıbel ko 10-30am

Sun Apr 28 SL
Sat Apr 27 SL
Sun Apr 28 SL

Gönyeli v L. Gençler Birliği ko 3-30pm
Çetinkaya v Girne Halk Evi ko 3-30pm
Küçük Kaymaklı v Doğan Türk Birliği ko 3-30pm

Selected matches for weekend 3/4/5 May

PLACE
ESENTEPE
Erdal Barut Stadıum
FAMAGUSTA
Canbulat Stadium
Dr Fazıl Küçük Stadı
Maraş Stadı
GIRNE
20 Temmuz Mete Adanir Stadium

ISKELE
Cumhuriyet Stadıum
KARŞIYAKA
Ergin Cemal Şahdur Stadı
LEFKOŞA
Atatürk Stadıum
Göçmenköy Stadıum
(behind Atatürk Stadium)
Şht Hüseyin Ruso Stadıum
OZANKÖY
Mustafa Özkayım Stadı
TATLISU
Raif Rauf Denktaş Stadı

DATE

L

MATCH

Sat May 4

SL

Esentepe v Gönyeli ko 4-00pm

Sat May 4 SL
Sun May 5 L1
Sun May 5 L1

Mağusa Türk Gücü v Cihangir ko 4-00pm
Yonpaş Dumlupınar v Mormeneşke ko 4-00pm
Maraş vDoğancı ko 4-00pm

Fri May 3

SL

Sat May 4

SL

Doğan Türk Birliği v Merit Alsancak Yeşilova
ko 7-00pm (floodlight match)
Girne Halk Evi v Türk Ocak ko 4-00pm

Sat May 4

SL

L. Gençler Birliği v Lefke ko 4-00pm

Sun May 5 L1

Karşıyaka v Bostancı Bağcil ko 4-00pm

Sat May 4 SL
Sun May 5 L1

Yenicamı Çetinkaya ko 4-00pm
Göçmenköy v Akova Vudu ko 4-00pm

Sat May 4

SL

Sun May 5 L1
Sat May 4

BTM

Gençlik Gücü v Binatlı ko 4-00pm
Ozanköy v Düzkaya ko 4-00pm
Tatlısu Seracılar v Karadeniz 61 ko 10-30am.
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Last
Congratulations
gasp Efosa
equaliser
toJunior!
Türksaves
Ocak
itYoungsters
for Win!
Esentepe
Junior,
Junior,
Esentepe
Result : Esentepe KKSK 3 Türk Ocaği Limasol 3

By Richard Beale ...

Result : Esentepe KKSK 4 Genclik Gucu TSK 1

Result : Esentepe KKSK U21 0 Türk Ocaği Limasol U21 3

By Richard Beale ..
Saturday April 20, 2019: K-Pet
Super
League
: Erdal
Saturday
February
9, 2019 Barut
: KEsentepe
Stadium.
By Richard Beale ...

Pet Super League : Esentepe
Erdal Barut Stadium.

Efosa
Francis 94th
equaliser,
On Saturday
Türk minute
Ocak Under
21
gave
Esentepe
a
valuable
point
after
Team
were
crowned
as
Champions
Yes Ocak
I am
notan 89th
dreaming,
an
Türk
scored
minute
goal
of the K-Pet
Super
League
Under
21
Esentepe Tonbara
win at long
last and
4
through
Trongoli
which
after a 3-0 victory over Esentepe.
goals scored
well,allthanks
to for
a
looked
to have as
secured
3 points
Junior
first
half hat trick and a first
the
Girne
club.
Many
congratulations
to Türk Ocak

goal
in the 21
second
team at
on senior
winninglevel
the Under
Super
Esentepe
turned
in
a
real
“Dr
Jekyll
half
for youngster
Günlü.
League,
they haveMustafa
been the
most
and
Dr
Hyde”
performance,
for
most
of
outstanding team in the League and
the
first halfwho
they have
were this
sluggish
Esentepe
suffered
aa
deservedly
confirmed
withand
laborious
with
the
visitors
taking
a
comfortable
3-0 at Esentepe.
harrowing season
took out all their2
goal lead into the interval.

frustrations on Lefkoşa based team
With
only 3 Gücü
matches left
to play was
Türk
Gençlik
which
When
passing
the
home
team
changing
Ocak
remain their
unbeaten
in
the League
undoubtedly
bestCoach
performance
room
during
the break
Hüseyin
with
an
impressive
record
that
shows
of
the
season.
This
was
a
must
win
Çağlar
raised
voice
could
be
clearly
P27 W25 D2 L0 F 133 A 21 Pts 77
game this
for Esentepe
did it
heard,
must haveand
had they
the desired
in styleasanda they
have
now
climbed
effect
Dr Ocak
Hydeare
second
Of course Türk
a big half
rich
to
bottom
but
one
in
the
League.
In
performance
took
on
an
appearance.
powerful Club with an outstanding
Esentepe
battled
back
to
2-2,
only
toa
last
Girne Halk
who
Youthplace
and are
Academy
set up.Evi
Being
have
theirface
hearts
when
Esentepe
away
Girne
Club
they
have next
abroken
bigSaturday,
catchment
Tonbara’s
goal
what a doglate
fight
thatseemed
will be.to have
secured the game, but Esentepe came
back again in injury time to save the
After scoring 6 times last weekend
match.

Left: Turning point of the game Esentepe keeper Onur makes a great save from Tonbara and
right
Efosaand
about
score Esentepe's
94thwith
minute
equaliser ÜĞURCAN
JUNIOR in
action
lefttocelebrating
a goal
teammate
through the defence like a knife cutting place of 16 year old Sükrü. Not Hüseyin. 2-2.
81 mins : Junior accepting and
Esentepe
"youngsters"
inlooked
dark strip
when JUNIOR started
the move
both teams
likelydefending
to score desperately
into butter. With the experienced surprisingly for one so young he has
holding
the
ball
found
Sanedeserved
in the
and finished
it.and
TheAhmet
Cameroon
any time they
attacked.
recently,
spelland
on TÜRK
It was no
more
than
Esentepe
Ahmet
Coşkun
area to cast
their net,
Esentepe canSaygı
only looked
OCAK
SCORERS
: CEVDET
those jaded
matches.
He a short
scrapes
G
he simply
the
Internationalthe picked
bench around
will work
for him.to GÜRSEL
as Gücü
Türk box
Ocak
had– his
lostsquared
theirgoal
early
controlling
midfieldtheit ball
was up
not the
dream of such riches.
ALICI
(3)
52nd
of
scratches
to wonders
find 14 players
across
tobeing
an pressurised
unmarkedby
beating a that
couple
players
30 mins : Esentepe missed another ball
sparkle
and
were
surprising
TürkofOcak
racedbefore
into a fulfil
home fixtures - why - mainly the season and IBRAHIM HALIL
MUSTAFA
GÜNLÜ
on went
as23rd
ain
golden
to have
increase
to Sane
it turn
: opportunity
Esentepe
pulled
an energetic(16,50)
Esentepe
mins
2passing
goal Ocak
lead.
Türk
have who
handed
outfound
some 45
– hiswho
22 and
due to first
team callshould
ups, severe
injury KARADAL
goal
back
in injury
timeon
when
Kaan
searchofofthe
theseason.
winner.
replacement
who shot home, to
their
lead
when
Kaan
the
left goals
Kaan
ononthe
wingers
drubbings
theirleft,
travelsthe
(10-2,
7-0, 5- alist
and
unavailabilities
for
various
in Juniorbeat
withhis
onlymarker
the goalkeeper
MATCH
brilliantly
before record his first ever goal for the
measured
across : to lose
the by
far only
post3 put
0) so for NOTES
Esentepe
reasons.
to
beat,
but
Hüseyin
came
out
However
they
by a sucker
first team.AGAIN
4-1were caught
sending over a perfect cross quickly
to the ONCE
found
again
who slid the
goals toJUNIOR
nil is a good
achievement.
BRAVO
AND
block
effort.
punch in
the 89th
minute
as Esentepe
Türk1-0
Ocak took the lead with a to
9ball
mins:
hovering
Junior
but
the striker
home.
The
TürkJuniors
Ocak
squad
on Saturday
was WELL
DONE
TÜRK
OCAK.
again :“parted
like the
Red
simple
goal, Ahmet
Can raise
crossed
the enough
Coach Gökan
Kim cannot
a team
form two teams, so good for defence
G. Gücü
almost
90 +2 mins
headed to
wide.
It
was
a
disgruntled
“Dr
Jekyll”
side
Sea"
a
through
ball
again
caught
them
ball
into the area where
Hasan
Songur
for away
so they
must
forfeit Esentepe to make a game of it.
pulled a goal back in the dying
: Unbelievably
Esentepe
14
mins matches,
wide open Ahmet Coşkun provided the
under pressure from Remzi put through that left the field.
when Debola outstripped
scored again immediately after
35 mins : G. Gücü pulled a goal seconds
ammunition TONBARA ran onto it
his own goal, the ball glancing off his
and put
over a perfect
back direct
a free0-2
kick taken Muhammed
G.Gücü
thenet..
ball0-1
from the kick
and shot past Onur.
HALF
TIMEfrom
SCORE:
2-3
head
and lost
into the

No surprise for Kıbrıs Cup Finals

Gençlik Gücü showed why they
are
a very Beale
inconsistent team this
By Richard
Girne
Halk Evi the.....
bottom club lost
season.
They
are
a “Jekyll
again and are now relegated
backand
to
Hyde”
team,
on
their
day
they
can
Before
the
competition
began
in
League 1 after just one season in the
beat
anybody,
when
theybelow
January
if The
youbutother
laid
a club
bet
onnota
top
league.
on
their game
are bad.
Luckily
Yenicamı
andthey
Mağusa
Türk
Esentepe,
Gençler
Birliği
drew
soGücü
the
Final
then
you
would
probably
be
for Esentepe
“Mr Hyde”
status
quo remains
for anturned
escapeup,
to
givenwere
poornot
odds
the
bookmaker
as
Super
League
safety
the
relegation
they
at by
thevia
races
today.

the 2019
“play
offs”.Cup Final predictably will be
between
two clubs.
MATCHthese
NOTES
Next week Esentepe travel to
Both clubstoare
theBinatlı
biggest,
richest
and
Guzelyurt
face
who
are one
5 mins : A long ball out of the
the best
TRNC,
both
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place
andin2 the
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them.
This
G.Gücü defence found their
it outbeat Esentepe’s
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will
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important
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Öngür
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the
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separating
them. So
the
match
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they cannot
left,
the
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outstripped
toTRNC
lose it.finale to the season will be the
Mustafa
Kiliç
got in10th
a shot
thata
Cup Final
onand
Friday
May,
Esentepe
Onur
floodlightforyoung
fixture,
live
BRT
Concerns
Esentepekeeper
are aondefence
managed
to apush
round
for has
a
that
resembles
string
bag
that
Television
between
these
two giants.
leaked
13
goals
in
3
matches.
In
the
corner
first
of thisthematch
Türk
Ocak
Last half
Wednesday
Second
Leg of
the
forwards
Tonbara
Remzi
Semi
Finals
took and
place.
: Esentepe
took
thesliced
lead
13
mins

off, again Junior was involved in
the start
the movecame
he passed
close to
to
15
mins:ofEsentepe
Sane,
who
in
turn
passed
to
equalising twice within a minute, Kaan
HüseyinEfosa
who who
sent acutlong
finding
intoball
the into
box
beating
a couple
of players
the visitors
goal area,
whichbefore
was
squaring
across who
to Junior.
headed inthebyball
JUNIOR
had
Esentepe's
leading
scorer
got
in
a
kept on running into the box. 2-0.shot

by PRINCE BOATENG wide on
his left.
His
kick
went
in came
at thein
The
turning
point
of the
game
near 55th
post, minute
maybe after
youngTürk
Esentepe
the
Ocak
started
the half
brightly
again
goalkeeper
Onur
could Remzi
have done
sliced
the Esentepe
better preventing
thedefence
goal. 2-1in half

It was thrilling end to end stuff

failed to do.

with Tonbara running onto the ball he
looked
certain
to scoreincreased
with only their
Onur
: Esentepe
42 mins
to
beat.
The they
youngwere
goalkeeper
saved
lead
when
awarded
a
Esentepe, diving to his right to save
free kick on the left, Kaan simply
Tonbara’s effort. At this moment Dr
squared the ball to JUNIOR
Hyde made an appearance.

cross to Prince Boateng who
somehow
managed
to scoop
his
Esentepe players
slumped
to the floor
shot
over thewere
bar from
in disbelief,
they atofew
be yards
robbed
out to sum
G Gücütoday.
again.
Theyupmanaged
summon up
energy and strength to find
equaliser.
FULL
TIME SCORE : 4-1

an

corner on
94
mins : Esentepe
that hit the outside of the post. Sükrü
SUMMING
UP won
: aGOALS,
the left, and their tall goalkeeper Onur
retrieved the ball and returned it to
SMILES, GOALS SMILES
25 mins : Esentepe Nigerian
was summoned up for the corner.
Junior who put in a header that was
winger Efosa set upon a run on the
Mahmut’s kick was partially cleared to
brilliantly palmed away at point blank
course JUNIOR was “ Man of
standing outside the area, he sent Of
right
putting
over
a
low
cross
that
EFOSA standing just outside the box.
range by goalkeeper Hüseyin, with
Match”.
Sane
and Kaan
in
in mins
a low: Esentepe
shot thatpulled
beat athe
diving
Sane hit wide
from completing
a great position.
goal
back, the
His low
shot did
not possess
any real
defender
Ilker
the 60
for
Esentepe
had their
Dağman
toY.complete
his hatback
trick.right
Ahmet
took
aDumlupınar
short corner
to midfield
power
the giant
Onur jumped
over
clearance.
Left: action between MTG
and
and
DTBbut
v Yenicamı
best
match
of
the
season
for
26 mins : G.Gücü hit the barPhotos:
Mahmut
who crossed into
the box
to the ball and that must have distracted
arenasporkolik.com/
CEMIL
GARIP.
Esentepe.
defence who
Şahinwas
put late
in
following
an
Ocran
corner
to
the
HALF
TIME
SCORE
:
3-1
HASAN
SONGUR
to
flick
the
ball
goalkeeper InHüseyin
:
Esentepe
defence
was
caught
19 mins
Doğan
Türk
Birliği
0
Mağusa
Türk
Gücü
5
into the right of the goal to cancel out agetting
down to Efosa's
shot that
went
real Captain’s
performance
aided
again
down that
the left
whenmanaged
Ahmet Saygı
far post
İltaç
to
Yenicami
2
Yonpaş
Dumlupinar
0
ownrightly
goal. 1-2
into the
net at the far
post. defended,
ran
on with
unchallenged
Uğurcan
who
Quite
so in the second half by
connect
the ball butpassed
saw histo his
(Yenicamı
win
4-3
on
TONBARA
just bar
outside
box
(MTG
win
7-1 he
on aggregate)
Esentepe were quite content to attacked and was all over the
shot hit the
and the
Esentepe
: deep
Esentepe
when
70
mins (6),
FOLLOWED!
turned
and
hit
a
low
drive
past
Onur
pitch.
MTG Scorers:
Peter
andequalised
relyaggregate)
on BEDLAM
managed to scramble
the ballDinodefend
Ahmet on the left found Efosa who
cut
who might have done better. 0-2
Scorers :
breakaways it was up to G. Yenicamı
Gücü
away.
Ebimobowei Peter (11,25),
inside
before
finding
JUNIOR
to FULL TIME SCORE : 3-3
31 mins : Esentepe made a tactician
to take up the initiative which
theyEbuka Okoye (47),
John
Sadık Balarabe (55,85).
control the ball, turn and shoot past
substitution bringing on Mahmut in

Hüseyin Sadıklar (85).
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Good start
to the
season
for Tatlısu
Junior,
Junior,
Junior!
Esentepe
Win!
By Richard Beale ....

Result : Tatlisu Seracilar SK 4 Civisil SK 2

Result : Esentepe KKSK 4 Genclik Gucu TSK 1

By Richard Beale ..
Saturday April 20: BTM League 2 :
Tatlısu
Rauf
Raif Denktas
Stadium.
Saturday
February
9, 2019
: K-

Pet Super League : Esentepe

Last Saturday the BTM League 2 got
Erdal Barut Stadium.
underway and Tatlısu achieved
something they couldn’t manage last
Yes I am not dreaming, an
season – they won a game!

Esentepe win at long last and 4
goals
scored
well, thanks
a
A
civilised
earlyasmorning
kick offto
time
Junior
first half
hatthe
trick
andfinished
a first
of
10.30am,
meant
match
goal
at senior
level
the second
at
around
12.30am,
justin
enough
time to
half for
youngster
Mustafa
down
a couple
of pints
beforeGünlü.
heading

to Esentepe to watch their match!
Always
the professional!
Esentepe
who have suffered a

harrowing season took out all their
Civisil
a newon
club
from the
Famagusta
frustrations
Lefkoşa
based
team
area
started
well
with
their
two
16
year
Gençlik
Gücü
which
was
olds Samet Dolu and Onur Gündoğan
undoubtedly their best performance
catching the eye.
of the season. This was a must win
game for Esentepe and they did it
Tatlısu Goalkeeper Sinan made a good
in stylesave
and from
they have
climbed
diving
a shotnow
from
Ahmet
to bottom
one in
the League.
Altun.
The but
Tatlısu
goalkeeper
was In
in
last place
Halk
Evi when
who
action
againare
in Girne
the 20th
minute
Esentepe Onur
face made
away room
next for
Saturday,
youngster
himself
and
in fight
a shotthat
thatwill
Sinan
whatsent
a dog
be. pushed
over the bar for a corner. From that
corner
the goalkeeper
got in a
After scoring
6 times again
last weekend
good
punchGücü
to clear
the ball.why they
Gençlik
showed

are a very inconsistent team this
Tatlısu were struggling to come to
season. They are a “Jekyll and
terms with the Civisil offside trap
Hyde” team, on their day they can
which was causing them and their fans
beat anybody, but when they not
frustration.
on their game they are bad. Luckily
for Esentepe
Hyde”
turned
Against
the run“Mr
of play
Tatlısu
tookup,
the
they with
were anot
at the
racesgoal
today.
lead
well
worked
in the
17th minute, created by their new
signing
Lapta striker Göksel
MATCHfrom
NOTES
Soyer who made a run down the left
before
to ball
TALHA
: A long
out ofATEŞ
the
5 minscrossing
whose
first
time
shot
crept
in
between
G.Gücü defence found their
the
post and
the Ongun
diving onCivisil
dangerman
Öngür
the
Goalkeeper Ahmet Aköz.

left, the prolific striker outstripped
Mustafa Kiliç and got in a shot that
HALF TIME SCORE 1-0
Esentepe young keeper Onur
managed to push round for a
Tatlısu immediately scored from the
corner
start
of the second half when GÖKSEL
SOYER scored with an angled header
: Esentepe
tookcross.
the lead
13 mins
from
a Ramazan
left wing
2-0.

BTM League,
Group
Season
2019-20:aTatlisu
Seracilar
SK and
Civisil SK
JUNIOR
in action
and5left
celebrating
goal with
teammate
ÜĞURCAN
when
JUNIOR
started
move
Civisil
got the
themselves
50th minute
and
finished
it. following
The Cameroon
back in
the game
a clumsy
International
picked
the Murat
ball up
challenge by Tatlısu
Captain
and
ILTAÇ converted
beating
a couplethe
of penalty.
players2-1
before
passing to Sane who it turn found
Poor defending
Tatlısu
from a
Kaan
on the again
left,bythe
wingers
free kick, resulted
measured
across intoAHMET
the farALTUN
post
heading
in
at
the
far
post
in
the
found JUNIOR again who slid 58th
the
minute to make it 2-2
ball home. 1-0
Civisil nearly took the lead in the 62nd
14
mins : Unbelievably Esentepe
minute when Ahmet Altun was inches
scored
again
immediately
after
away from
converting
an Okan cross.
G.Gücü
the ball from
It was anlost
entertaining
gamethe
as kick
both
off,
again
Junior
was
involved
in
teams tired, the match could have gone

the start of the move he passed to
Sane, who in turn passed to
Hüseyin who sent a long ball into
the visitors goal area, which was
headed in by JUNIOR who had
kept on running into the box. 2-0.
25 mins : Esentepe Nigerian
winger Efosa set upon a run on the
right putting over a low cross that
Sane hit wide from a great position.
26 mins : G.Gücü hit the bar
following an Ocran corner to the
far post that İltaç managed to
connect with the ball but saw his
shot hit the bar and Esentepe
managed to scramble the ball
away.

both teams
either
way. looked
Tatlısu likely
had toa score
goal
any
time
they
attacked.
disallowed for a foul on a defender
when Ramazan converted a good cross
from
another
: Esentepe Zafer,
missed another
30 minssubstitute
impressive
16 year old. to increase
golden opportunity
their lead when Kaan on the left
Tatlısu
did regain
the marker
lead in the
83rd
brilliantly
beat his
before
minute when GÖKSEL SOYER
sending over a perfect cross to the
converted a left wing Ramazan cross.
hovering Junior but the striker
3-2

headed wide.

RAMAZAN ÇORUK in injury time
Gücü pulled
goal
35 minsthe: G.match
sealed
when aGöksel
back direct
a free kickpassing
taken
returned
thefrom
compliment
by PRINCE
wide on
unselfishly
for BOATENG
Ramazan to score.

his left. His kick went in at the
near post, maybe young Esentepe
goalkeeper Onur could have done
better preventing the goal. 2-1

: SCORE
Junior accepting
and
81 mins
FULL
TİME
- 4-2.
holding the ball found Sane in the
G Gücü boxUPhe: In
simply
squared
the
SUMMING
the end
a deserved
ball foracross
unmarked
win
Tatlısu, to
who an
looked
a much
better
balanced GÜNLÜ
team fromon
whatasthey
MUSTAFA
a
were
last season.
In Göksel
havetoa
replacement
who
shot they
home,
proven
goalscorer
and
he
linked
up
record his first ever goal for the
well
Hakan, Musa and
first with
team.Ramazan.
4-1
Talha worked well together in midfield
and Captain Murat and Barış formed
90 +2 mins : G. Gücü almost
an effective partnership at the back.

pulled a goal back in the dying
seconds when Debola outstripped
MAN OF THE MATCH - GÖKSEL
Muhammed and put over a perfect
SOYER.
cross to Prince Boateng who
somehow managed to scoop his
shot over the bar from a few yards
out to sum up G Gücü day.
FULL TIME SCORE : 4-1

42 mins : Esentepe increased their
lead when they were awarded a
free kick on the left, Kaan simply
squared the ball to JUNIOR
standing outside the area, he sent
in a low shot that beat the diving
Dağman to complete his hat trick.
HALF TIME SCORE : 3-1

SUMMING UP : GOALS,
SMILES, GOALS SMILES
Of course JUNIOR was “ Man of
the Match”. Sane and Kaan in
midfield for Esentepe had their
best match of the season for
Esentepe. In defence Şahin put in
a real Captain’s performance aided
by Uğurcan who defended,
attacked and was all over the
pitch.

Quite rightly so in the second half
Esentepe were quite content to
defend deep and rely on
breakaways it was up to G. Gücü
Civisil (light
blueupstrip)
puttingwhich
pressure
to take
the initiative
they on Tatlisu.
failed to do.
It was thrilling end to end stuff
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LastJunior,
gasp Efosa
equaliser
it for Win!
Esentepe
Junior,
Junior!saves
Esentepe
Result : Esentepe KKSK 3 Türk Ocaği Limasol 3

By Richard Beale ...

Result : Esentepe KKSK 4 Genclik Gucu TSK 1

By Richard Beale ..
Saturday April 20, 2019: K-Pet
Super
League
: Erdal
Saturday
February
9, 2019 Barut
: KEsentepe
Stadium.
Pet Super League : Esentepe

Erdal Barut Stadium.

Efosa Francis 94th minute equaliser,
gave Esentepe a valuable point after
Yes I am not dreaming, an
Türk Ocak scored an 89th minute goal
Esentepe win at long last and 4
through Tonbara Trongoli which
goals scored
well,allthanks
to for
a
looked
to have as
secured
3 points
Junior
first
half hat trick and a first
the
Girne
club.

goal at senior level in the second
half for youngster
Günlü.
Esentepe
turned in Mustafa
a real “Dr
Jekyll
and Dr Hyde” performance, for most of
the
first halfwho
they have
were sluggish
Esentepe
suffered and
a
laborious
with
the
visitors
taking
a
harrowing season took out all their2
goal
lead intoon
theLefkoşa
interval. based team
frustrations

Gençlik

Gücü

which

was

When passing the home team changing
undoubtedly their best performance
room during the break Coach Hüseyin
of the season. This was a must win
Çağlar raised voice could be clearly
game for Esentepe and they did it
heard, this must have had the desired
in styleasanda they
climbed
effect
Dr have
Hydenow
second
half
to bottom buttook
one on
in the
In
performance
an League.
appearance.
last placebattled
are Girne
Evionly
who
Esentepe
back Halk
to 2-2,
to
Esentepe
facehearts
away next
Saturday,
have
their
broken
when
what a doglate
fightgoal
thatseemed
will be.to have
Tonbara’s
secured the game, but Esentepe came
back
in injury
time
save the
Afteragain
scoring
6 times
lasttoweekend
match.
Gençlik Gücü showed why they

are a very inconsistent team this

Girne Halk Evi the bottom club lost
season. They are a “Jekyll and
again and are now relegated back to
Hyde” team, on their day they can
League 1 after just one season in the
beat anybody, but when they not
top league. The other club below
on their game
theyBirliği
are bad.
Luckily
Esentepe,
Gençler
drew
so the
for
Esentepe
“Mr
Hyde”
turned
status quo remains for an escapeup,
to
they were
notsafety
at thevia
races
Super
League
thetoday.
relegation
“play offs”.

MATCH NOTES
Next week Esentepe travel to
Guzelyurt
one
longBinatlı
ball who
out are
of the
5 mins : toAface
place
and 2 defence
points aheadfound
of them.their
This
G.Gücü
will
be
Esentepe’s
most
important
dangerman Öngür Ongun on the
match of the season they cannot afford
left, the prolific striker outstripped
to lose it.

Mustafa Kiliç and got in a shot that
Esentepe young keeper Onur
Concerns for Esentepe are a defence
managed to push round for a
that resembles a string bag that has
corner 13 goals in 3 matches. In the
leaked
first half of this match Türk Ocak
: Esentepe
thesliced
lead
13 mins Tonbara
forwards
andtook
Remzi

Left: Turning point of the game Esentepe keeper Onur makes a great save from Tonbara and
right Efosa about to score Esentepe's 94th minute equaliser

JUNIOR in action and left celebrating a goal with teammate ÜĞURCAN

through the defence like a knife cutting
when butter.
JUNIOR
the move
into
Withstarted
the experienced
and finished
TheAhmet
Cameroon
Ahmet
Coşkun it.and
Saygı
controlling
midfieldtheit ball
was up
not
Internationalthe picked
surprising
TürkofOcak
racedbefore
into a
beating a that
couple
players
2passing
goal lead.
to Sane who it turn found

Kaan on the left, the wingers
measured across to the far post
found JUNIOR again who slid the
9 mins: Türk Ocak took the lead with a
ball home. 1-0
MATCH NOTES :

simple goal, Ahmet Can crossed the
ball into the area where Hasan Songur
: Unbelievably
Esentepe
14 mins
under
pressure
from Remzi put
through
scored
again
immediately
after
his own goal, the ball glancing off
his
G.Gücü
lost
the
ball
from
the
kick
head and into the net.. 0-1

off, again Junior was involved in
the start
the movecame
he passed
close to
to
15
mins:ofEsentepe
equalising
twiceinwithin
Sane, who
turna minute,
passedKaan
to
finding
intoball
the into
box
HüseyinEfosa
who who
sent acutlong
beating
a
couple
of
players
before
the visitors goal area, which was
squaring
across who
to Junior.
headed inthebyball
JUNIOR
had
Esentepe's leading scorer got in a shot
kept on running into the box. 2-0.
that hit the outside of the post. Sükrü
retrieved the ball and returned it to
25 mins : Esentepe Nigerian
Junior who put in a header that was
winger Efosa
set away
upon at
a run
the
brilliantly
palmed
pointonblank
right putting
over a low
cross that
range
by goalkeeper
Hüseyin,
with
Sane
hit
wide
from
a
great
position.
defender
Ilker
completing
the
clearance.

26 mins : G.Gücü hit the bar
defence
wasto
caught
19
mins : Esentepe
following
an Ocran
corner
the
again
down that
the left
whenmanaged
Ahmet Saygı
far post
İltaç
to
ran
on with
unchallenged
connect
the ball butpassed
saw histo
TONBARA
just
outside
the
box he
shot hit the bar and Esentepe
turned
and hit
low drive the
past Onur
managed
to ascramble
ball
who might have done better. 0-2
away.
31 mins : Esentepe made a tactician
It was thrilling end to end stuff
substitution bringing on Mahmut in

place of 16 year old Sükrü. Not
both teams for
looked
likely
to score
surprisingly
one so
young
he has
looked
jaded
recently,
a short spell on
any time
they
attacked.
the bench will work wonders for him.

30 mins : Esentepe missed another
Esentepe should
pulled
45
mins : opportunity
golden
to have
increase
atheir
goallead
back when
in injury
timeon
when
Kaan
the Kaan
left
put in Junior with only the goalkeeper
brilliantly beat his marker before
to beat, but Hüseyin came out quickly
sending over a perfect cross to the
to block Juniors effort.

hovering Junior but the striker
headed wide.
It was a disgruntled “Dr Jekyll” side
that left the field.

35 mins : G. Gücü pulled a goal
back direct
a free0-2
kick taken
HALF
TIMEfrom
SCORE:
by PRINCE BOATENG wide on
The
turning
point
of the
game
his left.
His
kick
went
in came
at thein
the
Ocak
near 55th
post, minute
maybe after
youngTürk
Esentepe
started
the half
brightly
again
goalkeeper
Onur
could Remzi
have done
sliced
the
Esentepe
defence
in
better preventing the goal. 2-1 half
with Tonbara running onto the ball he
looked certain to score with only Onur
42 mins : Esentepe increased their
to beat. The young goalkeeper saved
lead when they were awarded a
Esentepe, diving to his right to save
free kick on the left, Kaan simply
Tonbara’s effort. At this moment Dr
squared
ball to JUNIOR
Hyde
madethe
an appearance.

standing outside the area, he sent
in mins
a low: Esentepe
shot thatpulled
beat the
diving
a goal
back,
60
Dağman
to
complete
his
hat
trick.
Ahmet took a short corner back to
Mahmut who crossed into the box to
HASAN
SONGUR
to flick
HALF TIME
SCORE
: 3-1the ball
into the right of the goal to cancel out
his
ownrightly
goal. 1-2
Quite
so in the second half

Esentepe were quite content to
Esentepe
70
mins : deep
defend
andequalised
rely when
on
Ahmet on the left found Efosa who cut
breakaways it was up to G. Gücü
inside before finding JUNIOR to
to take up the initiative which they
control the ball, turn and shoot past

failed to do.

Hüseyin. 2-2.

81 mins : Junior accepting and
holding
ball
found
Sanedeserved
in the
It was nothe
more
than
Esentepe
G Gücü
he simply
the
as
Türk box
Ocak
had lostsquared
their early
sparkle
and weretobeing
ball across
an pressurised
unmarkedby
an
energetic Esentepe
MUSTAFA
GÜNLÜ who
on went
as ain
search
of
the
winner.
replacement who shot home, to
record his first ever goal for the
However
first team.they
4-1were caught by a sucker

punch in the 89th minute as Esentepe
defence again “parted like the Red
90 +2 mins : G. Gücü almost
Sea" a through ball again caught them
pulled a goal back in the dying
wide open Ahmet Coşkun provided the
seconds
when
Debola outstripped
ammunition
TONBARA
ran onto it
Muhammed
and
put
over
a perfect
and shot past Onur. 2-3

cross to Prince Boateng who
somehow
managed
to scoop
his
Esentepe players
slumped
to the floor
shotdisbelief,
over thewere
bar from
in
they atofew
be yards
robbed
again.
Theyupmanaged
summon up
out to sum
G Gücütoday.
energy and strength to find
equaliser.
FULL TIME SCORE : 4-1

an

corner on
94
mins : Esentepe
SUMMING
UP won
: aGOALS,
the left, and their tall goalkeeper Onur
SMILES, GOALS SMILES
was summoned up for the corner.
Mahmut’s kick was partially cleared to
Of
course JUNIOR was “ Man of
EFOSA standing just outside the box.
the
Match”.
Sane
and Kaan
in
His low
shot did
not possess
any real
midfield
Esentepe
had their
power but for
the giant
Onur jumped
over
best
match
of
the
season
for
the ball and that must have distracted
Esentepe.
defence who
Şahinwas
put late
in
goalkeeper InHüseyin
down to Efosa's
shot that
went
agetting
real Captain’s
performance
aided
into the
net at the far
post. defended,
by
Uğurcan
who

attacked and was all over the
BEDLAM
FOLLOWED!
pitch.
FULL TIME SCORE : 3-3

